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Overview 
 

About the Release Notes 

The Release Notes are a comprehensive user guide for the latest release of Mambu. The Mambu 
Release Notes give you everything you need to get up and running with the new features and 
enhancements in the latest release. 

What’s Included in the Release Notes 

For every new major enhancement, the Release Notes provide: 

● A high-level description of the functionality 
● Implementation tips to help you get started with setup and administration 
● Tips to help you maximize the benefits 

Beyond the major new features, there may be additional enhancements or functional changes which 
will be included along with a brief description. 

Your Feedback Matters 

We know how important the Release Notes, online help, and documentation are to your company's 
success with Mambu. To continually improve the service we deliver to you, we want to know what 
works and what doesn't. Let us know by contacting support@mambu.com or your account manager. 
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1. New Features 

[NEO-1371] - Pay-Off a loan account via API 2.0 

With this issue, Mambu now allows the loan account Pay Off to be triggered via API 2.0. No additional 
functionality was added to the existing UI functionality. Please review our API 2.0 documentation for 
more details on this endpoint.  
 

[DEP-749] - Apply the accrued interest in the moment a deposit 
account is unlocked 

While a deposit account is Locked, interest is not applied any more on the account. But, when the 
account is unlocked, interest is to be applied on the account for the period the account was locked, 
using the application frequency from the product. 
 
With this improvement we don't allow unlocking a deposit account if there is an account closure 
posted after the account was locked. In fact, unlock is not an undo operation, but a new action that is 
performed on the account and now we allow users to unlock a deposit account without reverting a set 
of accounting closures. 

2. Improvements 

[CUS-1767] - Add STARTS_WITH_CASE_SENSITIVE operators for 
custom field value filtering for UI 

When working with custom views in the user interface or custom searches via the APIs, all operators 
use a case insensitive search, meaning that you will get all the compatible results, regardless of the 
lower/upper case combination. 
 
With this improvement we have added two case sensitive operators:  
1. STARTS_WITH_CASE_SENSITIVE - available for both UI and APIs 
2. EQUALS_CASE_SENSITIVE - available for both UI and APIs 
 
We recommend using these operators when case sensitive is of importance or when you want a 
faster search, as case sensitive searches will execute faster. 
 

[DEP-800] - Add API fields for Cards "street", "originalAmount", 
"originalCurrency" and "exchangeRate" 

This improvement introduces new API fields for Cards. These fields are “street”, “originalAmount”, 
“OriginalCurrency” and “exchangeRate”. Mambu made these fields available for new and existing 
cards. 
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3. Bugs  

[FIX-962] - Improper error message is shown during Preview 
Schedule for fixed loan product when its done during non-working 
day or holiday 

An improper message was shown when performing GET preview schedule for a Fix Term Loan in the 
following cases: 
- when the First Repayment Date was defined in a non-working day or a holiday  
- when both the Anticipated Disbursement and First Repayment Date were not set and the dates fall 
in non-working day or a holiday. 
 
The issue was fixed and when First Repayment Date is or not provided and when is defined in a 
non-working day or a holiday we will compute automatically the First Repayment Date and the rest of 
the “extended” schedule due dates. 
 
For the cases in which the Preview Schedule can not be generated because of the non-working day 
or holiday set up, the following error message will be displayed via API INVALID_HOLIDAY_SETUP. 
 

[CUS-1769] - Rearrange the custom field sets default order not 
saving properly 

A recent issue has been reported where users were not able to save custom field set order in the user 
interface. This lead to having these displayed randomly or in  alphabetical order. It has now been 
remediated and users can save their desired order when it comes to displaying custom field sets in 
the user interface. 
 

[FIX-812] - Unable to apply interest do repayment do payoff after 
last due date in schedule 

When trying to apply interest, perform a repayment or a pay-off after the last due date of a Fix Term 
Loan that has as Payment Method the Payment Plan the actions were not performed and an 
exception was thrown. The issue was fixed and now the above mentioned actions can be performed 
successfully.  
 

[DEP-762] - Accrued interest incorrectly displayed for deposit 
accounts if they were previously locked 

For locked savings deposit account, the accrued interest rate was incorrectly displayed after the 
change of interest rate was made. Mambu has found a solution for this issue and now the accrued 
interest rate is recalculated correctly based on the new rate.  
 

[DEP-741] - Cannot POST Deposit Product with Interest per period 

We had an issue for Deposit products, where API call POST for Interest per period was not 
successful. Mambu addressed the issue and introduced a fix with this release train. 
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[CUS-1486] - Web hooks are queued and not sent right away for 
Loan Accounts set to In Arrears 

In Mambu you can configure and use web hooks as to connect with other systems and trigger 
processes automatically. Web hooks trigger instantaneously when the conditions are met and the 
notification is sent right away.  
 
Recently we've had reports that web hooks using the Loan Activity event for capturing when the 
account is set to arrears were not if triggered outside the business hours. This has now been 
remediated, and the web hooks around this event will send out the notification immediately after 
triggering, as with all web hooks.  
 

[CORE-1250] - Account Terms cannot be modified via API v2.0 due 
to INTEREST_REVIEW_UNIT 

When trying to modify Account Terms of a loan account via API using PATCH api/loans/<id>, 
an inconsistent error is being thrown due to difference of INTEREST REVIEW FREQUENCY between 
the account and product. 
 
Mambu has addressed the issue and provided a fix. As a consequence, the loan account can now be 
updated. 
 

[CUS-158] - Parallel identical POST API calls or parallel UI actions 
on custom field creation don't record the last value 

When multiple API calls or UI actions were done in parallel for a custom field, an exception was 
encountered and the data was not saved. This issue has now been resolved and parallel editing is no 
longer a concern. 
 
 
 
 
Sandbox release: Tuesday, 25th of June 
Production release: Wednesday, 26th of June 
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